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Parallel
effects of temporal
variables
on autoshaplng
and on delayed
matching
to sample
performance
suggest
that
delayed
matching,
like
autoshaplng,
might depend upon the wlthln-trial
expectancy of reinforcement
relative to the overall expectancy
of reinforcement
In the session.
This
posslblllty
was assessed by presenting free food at different times during a
30-set lntertrlal
Interval
(ITI) In a delayed matching
to sample procedure
with pigeons.
In three condltlons a single free food presentation
occurred,
either early, mid-way,
or late In each ITI, In another condition, three food
Relative
presentations
occurred during each ITI, one at each time locatlon.
to a basellne
condition,
In which free food never occurred
during the ITI,
only food presentations
late In the IT1 produced a slgnlflcant dlsruptlon In
accuracy, and this effect occurred only at the longest of three delays tested.
Three free food presentations
in each ITI dIsrupted accuracy only to the same
degree as a single, late, IT1 food presentation
Thus, accuracy was affected
by the temporal location rather than the frequency of IT1 food presentations.
These effects
appear
to differ
from those of IT1 food presentations
on
autoshaplng
and do not seem to be understandable
In terms of changes in the
background expectancy of reinforcement.
It was suggested instead that food
presented late in the IT1 might disrupt subsequent memory processes.
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These observations
were confrrmed
with an analysis of variance,
which
revealed a significant
main effect of condition
[F(4,24) = 6.12, p<.OO21 and
of delay [F(2,12) = 75.57, p<.OOl], as well as a significant
condltlon
by
delay InteractIon
[F(8,48) = 2.31, pc.051.
Pairwise comparrsons between the
five condrtions at each delay (Newman-Eeuls,
d = .05) indicated that none of
the differences between the five conditions were signlflcant at the 0-set or
the 5-set delays.
However, at the lo-set delay, the LATE condition
and the
ALL condition
both dlffered
significantly
from the NONE condition
and the
EARLY condition.
No other differences
between
the five conditions
were
signlflcant at this delay. Thus, significant decrements In memory performance
were seen only In the two conditions that contained free food late In the ITI.

DISCUSSION

First, free
There are two noteworthy
features of the present results.
food presentations
did not produce a general disruptron of performance
at all
delays; Instead, the effect of free food presentations
Interacted with delay,
only having srgnlflcant
effects at the longest delay.
Second, the temporal
location rather than the frequency of food presentations during the IT1 seemed
to be the more important
determinant
of whether free food had a disruptive
The importance of temporal location
effect on performance
at the long delay.
was lndlcated by the slgnrficantly greater effect of free food presented late
in the IT1 than free food presented early In the ITI, and by the rank order of
performance
at the long delay under the three conditions
that contalned
a
> LATE.
EARLY
> MIDDLE
On the other hand,
single free food presentation
the relative unimportance of frequency of free food presentation was Indicated
by the frndlng that performance
did not differ signlflcantly between the ALL
condltlon,
which contained
three free food presentations
during the 30-see
ITI, and the LATE condltlon, which contained only one.
Recently,

Wilkie

(1984)

tested

the

effect

of IT1 food presentations

on
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, Roberts and Kraemer (1982) noted a number of parallels between the
effect of temporal variables in autoshaplng and III delayed matching to sample
(DMTS). First, Increases in the IntertrIal Interval (ITI) facllltate both the
acquisition of autoshaped key-pecking
(e.g., Gibbon, Baldock, Iocurto, Gold, &
1977) and choice accuracy
in DMTS (e g., Grant,
1976)
Second,
Terrace,
autoshaplngacquisitlon
1s retardedby
Increases
~nthetrlal
duration
(T),
the time between
CS onset and reinforcement
(e.g., Gibbon et. al, 1977), and
DMTS accuracy 1s dIsrupted by Increases in the delay (D), time between sample
offset and opportunity
to obtain reinforcement
by making a correct choice
appears to be
(e g, Roberts & Grant, 1976). Third, autoshaplngacqulsltlon
determined
by the ITI/T ratlo (Gibbon et al., 1977) and DMTS accuracy appears
to depend, wrthln
llmlts, upon the ITI/D ratlo (Roberts and Kraemer,
1982,
performance
~.n both sltuatlons
appears
to be
Wllkle,
1984).
Flnally,
sensltlve
to the mean IT1 duration
rather than to local varlatrons
in IT1
length (Gibbon et al,
1977; Roberts & Kraemer, 1982).
These slmllarltles
led Roberts and Kraemer (1982) to suggest that some
common
processes
may be Involved in autoshaplng
and delayed matchIn
In
particular,
they proposedthatthe
principles
of scalar expectancy
theory
which
have been applied
with
considerable
success
to
(Gibbon,
1977),
autoshaplng
(Gibbon & Balsam,
1981) might also have some appllcablllty
to
delayed matchrng.
In general terms, scalar expectancy theory proposes that
autoshaplng
performance
1s determlned
by the expectancy
of reinforcement
wlthln a trial relative to the overall expectancy of reinforcement
wlthln the
session.
Thus, shorter trial durations are thought to Improve acquisition by
lncreaslng the wlthln-trial
reinforcement
expectancy relative to the overall
expectancy
of reinforcement,
and longer ITIs would Improve
acqursltlon
by
degrading the overall expectancy of reinforcement.
Roberts and Kraemer (1982)
suggested that DMTS accuracy might also be affected by the relative strength
of within-trial
rernforcement
expectancies,
and that some of the effects of
IT1 and D length in DMTS might be understood
in terms of changes
in the
wlthln-trlal
and the overall expectancy of reinforcement.
The purpose
of the present
study was to extend
the work
relating
autoshaplng
and DMTS performance
by examlnlng the effect of free food given
during the IT1 on DMTS accuracy.
Food presented during the IT1 has been shown
to disrupt
autoshaplng
in a way that 1s generally
consrstent
with scalar
expectancy
theory and slmllar theorres,
such as the relative
waltlng
time
hypothesis (Jenkins, Barnes, & Barrera, 1981)
According to these views, free
food disrupts
performance
by lncreaslng
the overall
expectancy
of food
relative to the wlthln-trial expectancy of food. Consistent with these views,
autoshaplng
1s affected
more
by the overall
frequency
of free
food
presentation
than by the temporal
locatlon
of free food wlthln
the ITI
(Jenkins et al,
1981)
If common processes
underly autoshaplng
and DMTS
performance,
then IT1 food presentatrons
mrght have slmllar effects on DMTS
accuracy.
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Sub3ects
The sub3ects were seven, adult, White Carneau pigeons marntalned at 85%
of their free-feeding weights.
Each pigeon had been trained previously on the
DMTS task.
The pigeons were housed individually with water and health grit
freely available
Apparatus
Four plgeons were tested in cylindrical operant conditioning chambers (36
cm inheightand
33 cm in diameter) and three weretested
in 35.5 cm cubical
chambers.
All of the chambers
contained
three horizontally-aligned
translucent
response
keys,
which
required
a force of .13N to operate.
Stimulus proiectors mounted behind each key were used to transillumlnate
the
keys with either white, green, or red light. A solenoid-operated
grain hopper
was located below the center key, a lamp within the hopper was illuminated
during grain presentations.
Experimental
contingencies
and data recording
were controlled by a PDP-SE computer located in an ad3acent room.
Procedure
Since all pigeons
had been previously
trained
on the DMTS task, no
preliminary training was necessary.
The basic DMTS task used consisted of 48
trials per session, with a 30 set IT1 between each trial.
Thetrrals
began
with illumination
of the center key with white light (a trial initiating
A single peck to this initiating stimulus immediately
changed the
stimulus).
white light to either red or green light (the sample stimuli).
The sample
termrnated
after 5 set independently
of responses and was followedafter
a
variable delay by illumination
of the side keys, one with red and one with
The right-left
location
of the two
green light (the comparison
stimuli)
comparison
stimuli
was counterbalanced
across
trials.
A peck to the
comparison that matched the preceding sample was reinforced with I-set access
to grain, a peck to the non-matching comparison resulted in termination of the
trial. Within each session, 50% of the trials contained a 0-set delay between
the sample and the comparison
stimuli,
25% of the trials contained
a 5-see
delay, and 25% contained a lo-delay in a randomly determined order.
Each pigeon was tested under five conditions that varied with respect to
Condition
the occurrence of free food presentations
(I-set access to grain)
1 (NONE) was the baseline
procedure
in which free food was never presented
during the 30-set ITI.
In Condition
2 (EARLY), a free food presentation
In Condition 3
occurred 5 set after the beginning of each IT1 of the session
(MIDDLE), a free food presentation occurred 15 set after the beginning of each
ITI, and in Condition
4 (LATE), a free food was presented
25 set after the
beginning of each ITI. Finally, in the fifth condition (ALL), three free food
presentations
occurred, one at 5 set , one at 15 set, and one at 25 sets after
the beginning of each ITI. The pigeons were exposed to the five conditions in
a random order across 25 sessions, within the constraint that each condition
The order of testing
varied
occurred
for a total of five sessions
each.
between sublects
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RESULTS

The mean percent correct under each of the five conditions 1s shown as a
function of delay III Flqure 1. Table 1 shows the lndlvldual
sub]ect data.
Each data point represents
the average
of the five test sessions
at each
condition.
AS can be seen, there was little difference
In accuracy between
but as the delay increased,
a
the five conditions
at the 0-set delay,
detrlmental
effect of free food presentations
on DMTS accuracy
began to
appear
This effect seemed to be due to temporal location rather than to the
amount of free food.
Free food presented
late In the IT1 produced
a larger
dlsruptlon
In DMTS accuracy
than free food presented
early in the ITI, and
there was very little difference between the "ALL" condltlon, in which three
free food presentations
occurred, and the "LATE" condition, U-I which only one
free food was presented late in the ITI.

100

ITI
FOOD

80

NONE

70

EARL)
MIDDL

LATE
ALL

6C

DELAY

(SEC1

Fig. 1
Mean percent
correct
of the seven
conditions as a function of delay.

plgeons

under

each

of the five
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plgeons'
delayed
spatial
matching
and found a large dlsruptlve
effect on
accuracy
In contrast to the present results, Wllkle found that accuracy "as
dIsrupted
more by two reinforcement
presentations
than by a single one.
However, this result 1s not necessarily lnconslstent with the present flndlngs
because
1.n his study the second of the two reinforcement
presentations
occurred
a few set later
in the IT1 than
did the singly-presented
reinforcement
Thus, It 1s possible that the greater dlsruptlon produced by
two reinforcement presentations reflected the difference 1" temporal locatlon
rather than frequency of IT1 food.
The effects of IT1 foodpresentatlons
on DMTS performance
seen ln the
present study do not appear to resemble the effects of IT1 food presentations
Although
IT1 food presentations
produce some disruptron of
on autoshaplng.
the nature of this effect
may be quite
performance
in both sltuatlons,
Whereas autoshaping seems to be affected by the
different III the DMTS task
frequency rather than the temporal location of IT1 food presentations
(Jenkins
et al., 1981),
the present results suggestthatthe
opposite may be the case
for DMTS performance
Thus, the slmllarlty
between the effect of temporal
variables on autoshaping and DMTS performance
(Roberts & Kraemer,
1982) does
not appear to extend to the effect of IT1 food presentations.
The specific nature of the free food effects seen in the present study 1s
unclear
and must
await
the results
of future
studies.
However,
two
The first 1s that
Interpretations
of the results seem unlikely at this time.
free food disrupts accuracy solely by IncreasIng the background expectancy of
wlthln-trial
food expectancy
food and thereby
decreasing
the relative
This seems unlikely
grven that performance
was not
(cf. Gibbons,
1977)
sensitive to the frequency of IT1 food presentations.
The effect of temporal
location but not frequency of free food presentations also appears to rule out
Although temporary
satiation as an lnterpretatlon
of the free food effect.
satlatlon for a few seconds following each free food presentation
cannot be
totally ruled out, two features of the present study make this interpretation
unlikely.
First, trials did not begin until the sublects lnltiated them, and
was affected only at the longer delays, "hlch were more
second, performance
remote in time from the free food presentation
It seems more likely, on the basis of the Interactlo" of free food "lth
mlqht produce their effect by interfering
delay, that free food presentations
There are several ways that this could
with "memory" of the sample stimulus.
occur
For example, a stimulus trace or memory of the free food mlqht compete
or Interfere
with the memory
trace of the sample
(Roberts & Grant, 1976).
Alternatively, unexpected free food presentations might command rehearsal for
disrupt the rehearsal
of the sample (Wllkre,
a period of time, and thereby
1984). Or perhaps
free food presentations
late ln the IT1 alter behaviors
that normally
occur durLng the delay and that form part of the controlling
stimulus
(cf. Blough,
1959) or context
(cf. Kendrlck
& Rlllinq,
1981) for
"remembering".
Research 1s currently underway to determlne whether free food produces
effects on DMTS accuracy, whether slgnalling the free
local, within-session
food alters Its disruptive effect (cf. Wllkle, 1984), and whether performance
is also affected by the presentation of a different type of relnforcer durlnq
The outcome
of these studies should help to clarlfythe
nature of
the ITI
the effects of free food presentations on DMTS performance.
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